
Fill in the correct preposition 

 

1  The companies produced identical products - it is impossible to distinguish one _____ the 

other. 

2  Among other things, the Finance Department is responsible _____ the company’s 

accounting. 

3  Habidecor rugs have become synonymous _____ quality, style, comfort and practicality. 

4  If you want to succeed _____ business visit the site and learn more about the sessions and 

workshops that they offer. 

5  The European Council of Ministers and European Parliament look set to disagree _____ the 

practicalities of a proposed EU data protection Directive which covers data retention.  

6  Levi was known _____ one of the most socially reponsible corporations on the planet. 

7  The value of e-businesses rests on the ability to extend processes and integrate _____ other 

companies. 

8  But the policy meant there was no room _____ flexibility. 

9  A reputation _____ honest dealings within a business or financial corporation is critical for 

effective corporate governance. 

10  Big companies in Germany generally approve _____ the euro, while small manufacturers 

are nervous; big banks are _____ favour, small ones are against. 

11  At Whole Foods Market Meat Departments we believe _____ doing business the old-

fashioned way! 

12  Britannic Assurance failed to benefit _____ a near doubling of profits last year. 

13  Many traders belong _____ trade associations. 

14  National Westminster Bank was recently the subject of a hostile takeover that could result 

_____ thousands of staff losing their jobs.  

15  Such an award will usually consist _____ a basic award and a compensatory award. 

16  The First World and the Third World depend _____ each other. 

17  Commercial ice creams suffer _____ flavour deterioration. 

18  Industry Minister last week detailed DTI’s strategy _____ cutting the red tape entangling 

business. 

19  Plus signs correspond _____ positive feelings, minus _____ negative feelings. 

20  We have to compete _____ US law firms in our increasingly competitive global market. 

21  Shares in the restaurant operator – best known _____ London’s Pharmacy and Montana 

chain – have been depressed since September. 

22  The corporation said last night that Bakewell would continue to work _____ other 

programmes. 

 

 

 

 



Key 

 

1  The companies produced identical products - it is impossible to distinguish one from the 
other. 
2  Among other things, the Finance Department is responsible for the company’s accounting. 
3  Habidecor rugs have become synonymous with quality, style, comfort and practicality. 
4  If you want to succeed in business visit the site and learn more about the sessions and 
workshops that they offer. 
5  The European Council of Ministers and European Parliament look set to disagree over/about 
the practicalities of a proposed EU data protection Directive which covers data retention.  
6  Levi was known as one of the most socially reponsible corporations on the planet. 
7  The value of e-businesses rests on the ability to extend processes and integrate with other 
companies. 
8  But the policy meant there was no room for flexibility. 
9  A reputation for honest dealings within a business or financial corporation is critical for 
effective corporate governance. 
10  Big companies in Germany generally approve of the euro, while small manufacturers are 
nervous; big banks are in favour, small ones are against. 
11 At Whole Foods Market Meat Departments we believe in doing business the old-fashioned 
way! 
12  Britannic Assurance failed to benefit from a near doubling of profits last year. 
13  Many traders belong to trade associations. 
14  National Westminster Bank was recently the subject of a hostile takeover that could result in 
thousands of staff losing their jobs.  
15  Such an award will usually consist of a basic award and a compensatory award. 
16  The First World and the Third World depend on each other. 
17  Commercial ice creams suffer from flavour deterioration. 
18 Industry Minister last week detailed DTI’s strategy for cutting the red tape entangling 
business. 
19  Plus signs correspond to positive feelings, minus to negative feelings. 
20  We have to compete with/against US law firms in particular in our increasingly competitive 
global market. 
21  Shares in the restaurant operator – best known for London’s Pharmacy and Montana chain – 
have been depressed since September. 
22  The corporation said last night that Bakewell would continue to work on other programmes. 

 


